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Hello dear friends and seldom seen friends,

Happy Holidays, New Year’s and all of life to you!  It’s that time of the year to try to put a positive spin
on family life … hahaha.

This season finds us in our usual state of exciting adventures, few of them of our own choosing (well,
actually I believe we choose everything that happens to us before we are born, but more on that later).
Something I love about life (on my good days) – the constant surprises!

Mike and I just got back from a hastily planned trip of helping Nick move from Berkeley to Vancouver.
It was raining in Berkeley and snowing in Vancouver, and both his apartments were on second stories,
so we all got lots of  “stairs exercise with weights” (moving boxes) in inclement weather. I flew from
Oakland to Vancouver with Nick’s cat, Pudge (Peanut’s brother), while Nick and Mike drove the 16-
hour trip in a rented moving truck, through the harrowing twists and turns of the ice and snow covered
Cascade mountains, towing Nick’s Scion on a trailer.  Thank god they missed a 60-car pileup on the I-5
that happened a few hours after they passed (http://www.sacbee.com/2012/12/18/5063826/interstate-5-
near-yreka-closed.html).  I was so relieved when they arrived safely (at 2 am) that I burst into tears.

So proud of Nick, who completed a very rigorous curriculum at community college (two years of
calculus and advanced math, full chemistry and physics sequences, etc.) and is transferring to Simon
Fraser University, School of Integrated Arts and Technology (SIAT) (http://www.siat.sfu.ca) to get a
degree in User Experience Design.  We also enjoy his blog at www.nickdoering.com.  Nick has found
that he has food allergies, so I did a lot of gluten-free baking during our visit.  All in all, we thoroughly
enjoyed our “white pre-Christmas” in Vancouver, which saw its biggest snowstorm in years while we
were there -- everything looked so sparkly and magical.

Upon our return from Canada, Jake picked us up from the airport, and I noticed with surprise that he
was wearing one of my cherished sweaters – the one with rows of children knit into the bottom border
and sleeves.  He explained, “Oh, I wore this to an Ugly Christmas Sweater Party.”  Hmmm … When
we got home, I saw that Nina was wearing my beautiful Christmas sweatshirt with “Joy” emblazoned
across the front.  She echoed, “I wore this to an Ugly Christmas Sweater Party!” Okay … always new
ways to make fun of parents!

Jake is in his third year at UCLA, and continues to live at the Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity.  Sig Ep is an
enlightened frat distinguished by its “Balanced Man” program, which strives to produce men who are
“balanced servant leaders” that practice its cardinal principles of virtue, diligence and brotherly love.
The program also disallows initiation by pledging or hazing .  The UCLA chapter of Sig Ep, however,
has rejected the “Balanced Man” program, preferring to retain its traditional initiation rituals, which had
Jake literally running from Westwood to Santa Monica, and I’m sure imbibing untold amounts of
alcohol that he hasn’t even told me about.  Consequently the UCLA chapter receives no money from
the national organization and is always broke.

Jake did a wonderful summer internship at MGM studios, in which he procured movie rights, read and
summarized scripts and made recommendations as to their potential as movies.  Jake also has a website
in which he reviews music in his insightful way at http://jakedoering.tumblr.com.

Nina, a high school senior, has her public university apps in, and now has the long wait until March to
find out where she has been accepted.  Nina’s year has also been filled with excitement of the unwanted



variety, involving automobiles.  In July she fell asleep on the freeway around 6 am.  Her truck veered
off the freeway, down a 30 foot embankment -- flipping twice -- and landed right side up on a small
roadway below, Nina not awakening until near the end.  The truck was totaled, but Nina, bleeding
profusely from the head, managed to climb out the window. She was taken to the UCSD Trauma Center
where she spent two days being x-rayed, sonogrammed and starved (they would not let her eat for at
least 24 hours).  Her head and face were bunged up but not scarred, her foot was hurt but not broken,
her back was not broken (there was some concern), and she recovered quickly.  Thank god that back in
1985, I insisted that Mike buy a brand new Toyota Tacoma truck, as it was the first year they came out
with airbags.  Thank god the air bag deployed, saving Nina’s life, and that the truck went neatly
between two trees as it hurtled down the embankment.  Thank god there was no traffic or even parked
cars on the road she landed on.  You can still read about her accident at
http://www.utsandiego.com/news/2012/jul/19/one-person-injured-after-truck-comes-i-5/You can see
Mike’s back in the smaller picture.  Nina has had three more minor accidents – two not her fault. What
is life trying to tell Nina?  Well, she wrote a terrific college app essay ending with,“As I took the first
bite of food I was allowed after 48 hours, I didn't need to convince myself that life was a blessing; I felt
it in my bones. It was time to face my existence head on, and reinvent myself, for I was literally given a
second chance at life that many don't get.”

In the rest of her time, Nina spent the summer doing an intensive SAT “boot camp” and volunteering
for Habitat for Humanity.  She is enjoying her senior year and our college visits!

Mike continues to be an avid FaceBooker … you can learn about every detail of our lives and many
details of Mike’s life history through his posts!  He continues toiling for Cal OSHA and has enjoyed a
lot of travel.  He has taught several trainings in Washington state and Oakland, and done a major
inspection of the Chevron oil refinery in Richmond, CA, after they had a fire.  He wears a treasured
memento in the mornings – a robe from the Hotel Durant in Berkeley, his favorite getaway while in
Oakland.  He has also enjoyed various hotels on Fisherman’s Wharf in San Francisco.  When you are a
government employee, ya gotta turn those travel junkets into vacations!

Actually Mike’s biggest event was his shoulder surgery.  Mike had shoulder pain, which progressed to
“frozen shoulder,” and got worse and worse until he could barely sleep at night and had to prop himself
between towers of pillows to get any rest at all.  He tried acupuncture and chiropractic, but it only got
worse.  Finally a friend suggested a doctor who sent him to a surgeon, Dr. Paul Murphy, who Mike
immediately had faith in after he saw framed pictures of his patients – San Diego Chargers! – lining his
waiting room walls.  Dr. Murphy performed arthroscopic surgery and removed a bone spur and
suctioned out lots of toothpaste consistency calcium deposits.  Mike spent a couple of weeks recovering,
with his shoulder attached to an ice machine at night, and a passive motion chair by day, which moved
his arm – strapped into the device -- back and forth and up and down continuously for several hours at a
time, programmed for a greater range of motion each day.  Truly amazing. Now his shoulder is near
perfect!

I now find myself working as Vice President and General Manager of Dow Theory Letters, the financial
publishing business my father started in 1958, which is still going strong, with my dad still writing on
his website every day.  As my father’s divorce has progressed, I have stepped in to handle his business,
legal, medical and household affairs, which are quite complicated.  Dow Theory Letters has entailed a
steep learning curve, and fears for its very survival, as his whole office staff retired or quit shortly after I
got there.  But I hired terrific new people, and we are now humming along smoothly and quite happily.
I edit his daily remarks, compose and lay out the print letter that is published every three weeks, and
oversee the accounting , HR, and general operations.  I never thought I’d use that economics BA I got
so long ago, but funny how life comes full circle.



My father, at 88, is heroic in still working and dispensing wisdom at an age when most men are not even
alive let alone so productive.  He is also very fortunate.  The thing I have been most struck by in my
work at Dow Theory Letters is the outpouring of love he gets from his subscribers every single day –
constant e-mails of interest, encouragement and downright worship.  Of course my father writes war
stories (he was a bombardier in World War II), and about his emotional and spiritual struggles as well as
about the stock market, so his readers apparently feel that they know him intimately as a man as well as
an investment guru.  It has the feel of a huge extended family of thousands, and I have taken it upon
myself to try to answer many of the e-mails, which is gratifying.  Also interesting to know from whence
I absorbed my writing style, which I honestly did not know until this chapter of my life.

I still love books on CD and this year have listened to several books that I’ve always been afraid to read
because they seemed too depressing – Great Expectations, Hunchback of Notre Dame, Silas Marner –
but absolutely loved all of them, and found them quite uplifting! Also listened to almost all books by
Michael Lewis – fabulous financial writer.

But my very favorite, life-changing books have been Your Soul’s Plan and Your Soul’s Gift by Robert
Schwartz (www.yoursoulsplan.com).  These books presuppose a belief in reincarnation, and explain how
before each time we come to earth, we choose what life lessons we will focus on, and plan experiences
that will help us learn these lessons.  Our free will always permits us to address issues or avoid them, so
we create plans A,B,C and D, to keep providing us with chances to learn these lessons, no matter how
long we may take!  So no matter how tragic events may seem at times, these events have almost always
been of our own planning and choosing, for our own highest good and learning, conceived from the
purest love.  We all need to experience being sinners and saints, evil and good.  People who appear to
have played a harmful role in our lives have generally “played the role” by our mutual agreement, for
both party’s soul development.  The attitude of our spirit guides is always one of love and non-judgment.
Our life plans generally require that we be “broken” in a way that will lead us to seek the healing we
most need to attain.  The books explain all of this in a profound and comforting manner.

What makes us happy? We are keeping Maxyne’s two cats – Peanut and Sophie – for a year while she
studies in Canada, and they are bringing us great joy … such sweeties.  Peanut bounds out to meet us
when we arrive home, and Sophie visits us sometimes during the night.  They are so beautiful and exotic
– Peanut is a long-haired white Turkish Angora with green eyes, and Sophie is a black long-hair with
golden eyes. The only small problems are that Peanut likes to go into the fireplace and try to climb up
the chimney, and get his gorgeous white coat coved with soot!  Then I have to bathe him, in all my spare
time, which he definitely does not enjoy.  So we try to keep him out of the fireplace!  We have also just
had to accept that our black clothes will always be covered with white hairs.

We have been attending church at the Universal Spirit Center - www.universalspiritcenter.org - a
Science of Mind denomination, and greatly enjoying the honest and insightful sermons, incredible
music, great food and warm fellowship.  We recommend it!

I guess that’s it for now.  We wish you all the best with your joys, sorrows, dreams and endeavors.
Onward and upward!

Great love,

Daria, Mike, Nick, Jake and Nina


